
MINUTE FEEDBACK

One of the best ways I’ve found to increase my 
self-awareness and to focus my efforts is to use 
what I call 5-Minute Feedback. Early in my career,  
I would be in a conversation with someone and say 
something or behave in a way that I didn’t want to 
have happen again. For example, while presenting 
in a sales meeting, I would hear myself repeatedly 
say “you know” and “okay.” Because I didn’t 
have a specific plan for changing that behavior, 
I kept making that same mistake in subsequent 
presentations and conversations.

One day, I had the idea to take just five minutes 
(because, like most of you, it’s tough some days 
for me to find extra time) immediately after an 
interaction to give myself feedback. I wrote down 
what did and did not work during that interaction, 
what I wanted to change going forward and a brief 
yet specific plan for improvement. Then I posted 
this note on my computer screen. It drove me nuts 
to see it there every day. As a result, I became 
much more cognizant of that behavior in my 
interactions, and I was able to adjust my behavior 
in the moment.

The beauty of 5-Minute Feedback is that it 
enables you to quickly and effectively identify 
strengths and weaknesses, and then apply what 
you’ve learned in your very next interaction. For 
example, immediately after an interaction that 
you want to improve (i.e., communicating with 
investors, coaching an employee or conversing 
with a customer), take five minutes to give yourself 
feedback using the 5-Minute Feedback form on 
the following page or simply jot it down on a piece 
of paper. Then, in your next three interactions, 
practice the skills you identified. Post the form 
someplace where you will constantly see it. Seeing 
your plan every day will remind you to practice and 
help you turn a negative communication habit into 
a positive one in a relatively short time.

You can use 5-Minute Feedback with written 
communication as well, albeit with one caveat: You 
need some time between writing the piece and 
giving yourself the feedback. I recommend three 
days minimum; a week is even better. Time gives 
you the perspective you need to be more objective 
in your critique of your writing. For example, pull 
out an email, letter or report three days after you 
initially wrote it. Read it aloud (not in your head or 
under your breath). How does it sound? 

Could it be misinterpreted? Is it clear and concise? 
Use the 5-Minute Feedback form to evaluate your 
writing. Then post it near your computer where you 
will see it the next time you sit down to compose a 
written communication piece.

Of course, if your communication has to be sent 
immediately, you can’t wait. At a minimum, before 
you hit “send,” read your written piece out loud 
and make necessary adjustments. Then come back 
three to five days later and give yourself feedback 
on it.

5-Minute Feedback can help you develop any 
communication or influence skill and quickly create 
a new habit. How often you use the 5-Minute 
Feedback plan will depend on how much you 
want to increase your influence and how quickly 
you want to see results. When I first committed 
to my communication development, I gave myself 
5-Minute Feedback more often because I wanted 
to accelerate my learning. After more than two 
decades, I still give myself feedback. The more you 
focus on improving your skills, the more quickly 
your old habits will fade and your new habits will 
take hold.



5-Minute Feedback
Feedback + Practice + Accountability = Greater Influence 

Take five minutes after an interaction to give yourself feedback on your communication and 
to create an action plan to enhance your influence.

Event: __________________________________________  Date: __________________________

What worked?

What didn’t work?

What do I want to change?

What specific actions will I immediately take in order to improve?

Date for achieving these changes:
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